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Moral self determination is difficult. So is criticism and logic; they are discussed and 
piously praised until they are used. At that moment, they become oppressive. Vasyl Stus 
(1938-1985) is not well known in the west, in fact, he is not known at all. Part of the reason 
why is that he is a standing condemnation of the mass society from which poetic “celebrities” 
are generated. Vasyl Stus spent a substantial portion of his adult life in Soviet Gulags and 
hence, is known to only a few specialists. Worst of all, his focus – to a great extent – is how 
many benefits come from conformity. The Gulag, in other words, is just a hyper-
manifestation of postmodern liberalism.

I.
The poet is condemned to speak the truth in a world where “truth” is considered a 

superstition. Power substitutes for right and deviousness for intelligence. For Stus, this is the 
frozen, the “snow” that keeps the Regime functioning at the mass level. He writes:

You used to curse at me, but now you just reproach me.
So bitterly. In whispers. Because the ashen snow has swaddled everything. And shouting

to our hearts' content would be a sin.
The snow wishes to sleep. Accustomed to the ground, it forgot the path of blue

that led from sky to earth. And let it sleep.
And let it sleep. Don't wake it up. No need to.

This is a gathering of dreams. We can't feed nightingales with tales, but one of them
survived a winter on such food, and dreams appear of nightingales sweet lullabies.

And when you raise your head — new buildings left undone are smouldering in their decay,
like burned down castles. Only the crenels, or rather the windows, stand sentry in the dusk.

The school construction plan was not approved?
Just as our love still lacks approval from the superintendent of works, the foremen, and

from the cubic footage of both our hearts?1

Blue is the uniqueness of Ukraine, the oak is the strength of the nation. The candle is 
existential, the soul and its ability to reflect; in shadow this is bad faith. The nature of the 
Soviet state created an automaton. Not a person with memory or history, but a shadow, a 
grew man incapable of seeing the sky, the mass. “Accustomed to the ground,” or the Masonic
idea of being “on the level” is the “solidity” of routine. This is largely a delusion for most, 
though the energy to cut through it is rare. The Blue Sky is the hope for a free Ukraine, as her 
color for Stus is blue, and the sky that of freedom, the ethereal, the formal. Once this has been
forgotten, all that remains is sleep; the horizontal, the “level.”

This poem asks how is it possible for real should to exist in a world dedicated to 
quantity? Even the “buildings,” the symbols for administrative massification, are begun for 
the wrong reasons and remain undone. The life of poetic nature is confronted by rationalism: 
what was promised as liberation is little more than demonic death. Industry in Ukraine led to 

1 All citations are my translations from Stus' Works: Stus, Vasyl (1994) Твори. НАН України. Ін-ту 
літератури. Спілка “Просвіта”



the mixing of peoples and a global outlook, which is death for small, vulnerable states.
Love, or the drug-like reality of attraction, is not quantified, not even defined. Yet 

when it is done for economic or social reasons, it becomes like the burnt out buildings 
representing the plans of humanity. One cannot plan the day without deviation becoming the 
norm, let alone an entire continent, and in every respect.

It might not be a good idea to wake these understandings and forces too soon. Honesty
and single mindedness might be overwhelming at first. Those used to small talk might suffer 
when bombarded with useful conversation. The mental effort might irreparably harm those 
who are not used to such substance, like rescued miners needed to wear sunglasses once 
rescued.

The nightingale has a long history in poetry, chances are Stus heard it first in 
Shakespeare (Sonnet 102) or Ovid. Ovid's retelling of the story of Philomela is not irrelevant 
since she was a victim of rape and mutilation like Ukraine. To be transformed into a “poetic” 
bird as a result and to take such uncommon revenge is not beyond the realm of possibility for 
the imprisoned Stus (cf Metamorphoses, IV, 424-600). Especially since the context here is to 
“feed” on subconscious freedom or thoughts inchoate before waking. It might also be worth 
noting that the Russian (and Ukrainian) for “nightingale” is “Solovey,” the root name of the 
Russian philosopher and before him, the historian. Its used in Russian as a translation of 
“Philomela.”

II.
Stus rejected fame in that any sick society promotes those closest to it. Success in 

modernity means vice; the deviousness that masquerades as intelligence. Paul Ticino was the 
symbol of this trade: freedom and integrity for plastic prestige. To become “successful” as a 
servant of the party can only appeal to those who have silenced conscience. 

“The Great Stalin Died too Early” Stalin's lackeys are called “harem girls” seeing him 
as a God. Afterwards, the harm girls fought for power as to who would be oppressive next.

In his “Monarchs” he writes:

Worthless, corrupt servants,
Gang (Banda) of monkeys for comfort,

To have that feeding, luxurious dining [povecheryat],
They feed [only] their subservience

One need not be in prison to understand this. Those of weaker substance find it easy to
make peace between the power that rules them and their own personality. The occasional 
compromise is easily dismissed and insulation from critics is fairly common, especially in the
USSR. What makes the Soviet Union distinct is that it is a matter of life and death. The 
modern mass is the same, but the idea of “death” is more subtle (though probably far more 
damaging). In Soviet Russia, to compromise with the Regime was to be a communist, an 
atheist and a materialist. It meant to acquiesce in the imprisonment and torture of millions. 

The artist suffers for the nation, regardless of their ability to understand what a 
“people” really is. The traitor works like a “monkey” for the sake of comfort and acceptability
while the true patriot suffers, often condemned, slandered and rejected. That this often comes 
from fellow citizens is the worst sort of agony. Soon, as we read in Shevchenko, the occupied
internalize their status and see themselves as “junior partners” in the imperial project. The 
abulia, the mindless resignation deriving from psychological violence is the greatest of social 
evils. The evils of unfreedom are taken as normal, or worse, as a positive.

Paul Ticino, regardless of is merits or demerits, was the symbol of bureaucratic art 



that might be technically proficient but unfree and useless. Its a symbol of the fear of pain and
hence, the fear of logic. Honesty brings death to a society ruled by oligarchy.

The burning candle, as well as a controlled fire, purifies the soul. Hope, prayer, 
righteous, comes from truth. The right path; the clear day; As long as a person lives, she feels 
pain and suffering. The Candle burning is also pain in my heart; pain is to be alive. Without 
pain, one is dead.

Fame would destroy inner freedom; despotism does not rule by guns and prisons, but 
by stress, pain and the use of social ostracism. Tyranny is never from the state; its too clumsy 
for that. It comes from people and the mass. Mocking the Regime, he writes:

Bug-eyed art experts!
It is awkward for you in civilian clothes, it is very clumsy for you,

when your neck is not choked by an officer's coat,
when your feet do not feel the crease of the twill riding breeches.

Bug-eyed art experts!
It is useless for you to test me: I know all of the circulating quotations

from the patented classics, I explicitly decide
the principle philosophical question: first there was matter,

and then...
What then? — you will not ask me!

And later there was awareness of the bug-eyed art experts,
and later there were officer's coats, twill riding breeches,

one word — eternal matter is only of twill.
I believe in your chrome-treated boots more than in Marx.

So how in the devil am I so unreliable?

The reference to “eternal matter” begins Stus' unpacking of the esoteric elements of 
totalitarianism, materialism and industrialization (all of which are closely linked).

Those of us granted our walking papers from academia can fully appreciate these 
words. While conformism in academic circles is an undeniable fact of life, its done without 
jackboots, and is thus far more effective. There was a time when criticizing Marxism openly 
made many of the tenured squirm. Most of all, the “patented classics” and sloganeering that 
substitutes for thought is often the difference between success and failure. Honesty, to repeat, 
makes no friends in a sick society. Matter is as far as east or west would go. Today in the 
west, materialism is taken far more seriously than it was in the USSR. Matter is god, since it 
is eternal and all-creative. The awareness of this universal category is an open contradiction 
that Stus uses to great (if unappreciated) effect. 

“Circulating quotations” is a daily occurrence in modern academia in the west, where 
slogans and buzzwords of the pseudo-intellectual left which distinguishes a real “member” 
from the outsider, who is to be scorned without mercy. “Patented classics” is yet another first 
rate means of describing this immensely successful conformity: citing the same 
“authoritative” texts is usually the difference between a publication and a dismissively quick 
joke at the faculty cocktail party. JS Mill in political theory is acceptable, but his far more 
talented critic, James Fitzjames Stevens, is not. The latter is not known, he's not read. This is 
just something one does not do at “that level.” Dismissals and threats are fairly easy there. In 
the USSR, of course, the same occurs, except the punishment is much more dire.

Another distinction is more insidious: in the USSR, the conformist, unless he was a 
committed communist and Leninist, could not kid himself of his good intentions. In the US, 
not only can this conformity be easily rationalized, it today is identical with the field itself. In 
other words, academic political theory is precisely not to read Orestes Brownson and never to 
take Konstantin Pobedonostsev seriously. As standards fall and affirmative action continually



passes emotional, incompetent and litigious women as “professors” this will continue to 
dominate what remains of any sort of academic criticism. Criticism itself is also reduced to 
the proper arrangement of authoritative texts, often totally incomprehensibly to those who are 
immersed in its world.

What is to be believed in is neither god nor matter, but the bureaucratic pecking order 
that magically confers knowledge, significance, money and success. Those to whom the 
world has been good cannot read this without either missing the point or becoming 
uncomfortable. Its a bit like the academic bureaucrat lecturing on Gogol and not realizing that
Gogol is speaking about him!

This is why we're unreliable.

Oh timely death comes
as infected with happiness

and break the shackles

Freedom in the camps is death. The lack of freedom, that is, the regimentation of the 
body leads the few to the total freedom of its rejection. The death of the world becomes 
liberation. In fact, the camp is far superior to this world.

Make me, O God, the noble collapse as the circle shuts; 
There remains one thing: death to save the internally free;

free for themselves and for Ukraine
Now foresaw in delusional
Ukraine somewhere - there

all - in Anton's flame
here in the east; we go from it

Good for her journey on which you will fall
and friends - also fall;

Prophecy fulfilled.

The circle is the daily grind; the monotony of the nominal universe and the life of the 
modern. Rationalism is merely binary code. “There” and “here” are used all the time to focus 
on the existential reality of the person; no retreat into the ego. This means the ballast has to be
thrown overboard before there is freedom. No attachments can exist, since these will prevent 
any radical jump into the unknown.

Modernity has hijacked the language. As mentioned above, when immersed in a 
discipline, alternatives are easily dismissed and quickly rationalized away. Buzzwords 
denoting membership (such as the paradigmatic and paradoxical “diversity” which still 
remains undefined) will be used to threaten the easy life of the academic or institutional don. 

To go “into schism” from it is essential. In prison, mentally separating from the good 
on the outside is needed. They must become indifferent. Only the retreat into the self provides
some relief. The self is split from the not-self in the sense that the true, spiritual self (the heart
in Skovoroda) cannot function in the USSR. Time is pain; the past is gone, the present flees 
and the future is unknowable without the past. The innocence of children is impossible to 
regain. Ukraine is foreign; home is unrecognizable.

This pain — like the alcohol of agony,
like grief frozen to the crisp.

Reprint the curses
and rewrite the sorrow.

It has long been forgotten, what it is — to live.



And what is the world, and what are you.
To enter one's own soul

is meant only for madmen.
And you will still be furious a long time,

still furious until you die,
having felt your own steps

upon your white head.

The world is split into the dream, the image, and the real. The mass are incapable of 
introspection because first, they have no idea what questions to ask or what constitutes an 
answer; second, they are not driven by truth, but by self interest (very broadly defined); third, 
they cannot see beyond pop-culture slogans and meaningless buzzwords; finally, about the 
only sort of introspection the mass man is capable is largely confined to rationalization. This 
means that anything goes.

The leap at a time of mechanization is a way to overcome cause and effect: absolute 
freedom. The boundary between worlds cannot be crossed by the machine. This cannot be 
crossed by the mass man either, largely because he thinks the machine is all there is. When 
one is in despair, he has nothing to lose; he becomes free. The mundane is deadly when it 
succeeds, only when it fails is there a chance. The point being is that oppression is the only 
chance for the mass man, the victim of modern psychological repression, to actually learn 
something not connected to mere gain. 

Stus writes:

The stinging winds relentlessly pervade
this embrasure of fulfillment.

Your naked voice, like a painful injection, is thrust
into this whistling December noise.

And wait awhile! And waiting is unbearable!
And one more spring that splashes like a wave,

one more oar-stroke and our black raft
will beach itself. And there — the devil take it —

and there — go on, reproach or curse at will.
1964

I think that I do not live,
and the other one lives in the world for me

in my likeness. No eyes, no ears,
no hands, no feet or mouth. Indifferent in your body and, bit of pain,

and I live in darkness and twilight frozen 
I myself, there, in terrible pain.

The inner pain of unfreedom in Soviet Ukraine leads to helplessness, then despair 
soon becomes rage. At the same time, to not live is to only go inward. In a sense, the prison 
alone is the place where the normal grind is destroyed, even unreal. Life appears radically 
different. The worst of humanity either goes insane or becomes accustomed to the 
brutalization and adapts to it, either as victim or perpetrator.

Summon the lion within you and fathom
The endless walls within the endless rage

When ice-clad cries roar from corner to comer.
Summon the lion within you and bellow.



Let the black clawing roars surround
This universal enclosure, leading your mind

Into a fairy glade where memories prickle like awns,
Where the years are burnt stubble

And where your woes, insatiable hyenas,
Sharpen their fangs and claws for you.
Summon the lion within you and rage

Among the bolts, bars, and locks:
The world is flowering with stubble

And barbed wire.

In symbolism, the lion has a secular connotation as precisely this rage, but also as the 
warfare internally to both control it and come to terms with it. In prison, the enclosure ensures
the system will never permit the lion to do much damage, so it is turned inward. The same 
gamble takes place: either it destroys or leads to a breakthrough.

The prison is a microcosm of the world. The only difference, especially in Soviet 
Ukraine, is that the bars and locks are less conspicuous. In fact, under Stalin and even until 
the 1970s, the workplace in the USSR – in the “workers state” – was dangerous, dirty, violent
and irrational. It was a prison in almost all senses of the term except that occasionally, one 
might have a family to spend time with for a few hours.

In the above passage, the lion is doing battle with memories, the constant reminders 
not only of one's present incarcerated state, but also the nature of the world, almost identical 
with it. One leads the lion into a “fairy glade” where formerly good memories are little more 
than acid-coated pills of misery.

III.
Solid ground is death; its the rule of matter and the mundane; both air and water are 

the alternative, the boundary between the nominal and the Real it refuses to see. Yet, terms 
like “desert” or “tundra” refer to the lonely life of non-affirmation. One cannot create a 
substitute world; civilization is materialization of dominance. God, in this human struggle, 
seems lonely, as is any manifestation of greatness; the great are to be isolated. “Materialized 
reproach” is the rape of this faceless world. 

Solitude is the origin of the boundary; the ice melts, yet the depression is the cycle of 
Spring that will soon die into Fall. Alienation from the present reality is the start of freedom. 
Alienation in solitude (a healthy reaction to a dying Regime) is the first step, it gives hope.

A SINNER'S WAY TO PARADISE
While crawling through the needle's eye —

you'll be scratched like a dog in the brambles.
Almost everything stays with your clothing,

almost nothing — with you.
On this side, narrowed down to a crevice,
a graveyard of souls, flayed and dressed.

On this side — plentiful motley,
and you — utterly bare.

your shameful naked flesh.
In paradise they bound up with threads

Indignation appears in furrows,
and sorrow is furrowed.

On this side you become as newborn,
straightened out, head to toe.



On this side — one measure for all.
Everything slithers.

1964

The “needle's eye” is a reference to Christ's harsh conception of salvation in the 
Gospels. The “needle” is a mode of entrance into a walled city that was so small that only a 
single man on a camel could pass through. All extraneous items had to be removed. This was 
a clearly visible symbol of Christ's mission to reject that which most men seek as the route to 
“happiness.” This of course, is also what it stripped of the man in prison. “One measure for 
all” can only be a fact in a system where every possession or even physical attribute is 
stripped.

By saying that “almost everything stays with your clothing,” Stus is making it clear 
that possessions are no substitute for the personality. Most men, with their possessions taken 
(and this includes all honors and reputation), are rendered totally vulnerable: they are nothing.
Your nudity is “shameful” because, outside of the artificial and plastic prestige of society, you
as a man are nobody.

Weep, sky, weep and weep! Wash the unabated sea
Of thin-voiced waters and humidify the heart.

It seems it was just now, just yesterday
That a deathly shiver buried you alive.

Weep, sky, weep and weep! The past cannot be returned,
Today has been reduced to naught, the future will not come.

Something weighs on the mind that can never
Be torn from the heart. This prison is a prison for prisons!

Weep, sky, weep and weep! Spill over your horizons
And let the stars fall from darkened skies!

Is there in this world a trumpet that will sound
A final blast to keep me from my resurrection?

Flow, water, flow and sweep me away from my weariness,
for eternities of bondage have crushed me.

High upland thunder, girdle the earth!
Pitch-winged cloud, bless me!

Lightning, send a message!
Hallowed be the world. The night is its companion.
So, water, flow forth! And you, misfortune, rage!

The sky is potential, freedom in spirit and truth. It is not necessarily manifesting truth, 
but gives a glimpse as to its nature; it is not of this world. It is confronted by the “unabated” 
sea,  the chaotic feminine. The sky weeps in that the language of Old Rus' is now tainted, 
nominalism has severed man from the sky, the scythe of materialism has reduced all to 
nothing. There is no truth, just the power of those capable of imparting meaning. 

God rules over the world (lightening) while clouds (usually the Spirit) come to 
consecrate the world, but the one severed epistemology from its source and ground would not
recognize it. This severance is the nature of modernity and its totalitarianism lies in the fact 
that once passion has been kindled against reason and against the transcendent, there is no 
return. The world will always seem hostile, distorted and chaotic once its ground is thought to
not exist. Now, the mind cannot even consider the fact, so absolute and “blunt” the nature of 
the “given” is. Even St. Michael's trumpet at the last times will not rouse those so victimized, 
since reality presents itself as absolute, such manifestations will be seen as “mental illness.” 
So what is the result?



Through centuries
our memory has thirsted avidly for this:

to go perpetuated. To preserve
one's self for trials; for a role unplayed
in life; for the fulfillment of the wish
to multiply by all the days to come

the feelings that remained unharmonized;
for the completion of experiments

of ages, if not by one's own hand, then by
descendants (who will know what kept us distanced

from each other).
Oh, the shards of bitterness

that oppress the heart! You — less than human;
and time — invented just for penances,

to cleanse the lips from a defiling muteness,
to have communion with the primal word,

the word that is unable to extinguish
a thirst precipitous — impetuous flight —
that lost its sting, and now it merely lures,
and merely casts a spell with its lost start

and with its end foreseen.
You are a mutant.

An untimely guest. Your age has met you
much too late. And you arrived too early

and only falsehood flourished in your heart.
What have you become? And what can you become?

aren't you alone? utterly alone?
like an accusing finger, a lament in the highest?

to countervail is much beyond our strength
for it encompasses both love and hate.

This is the eternal condemnation of the traditionalist. “To have communion with the 
primal world” is to connect oneself with natural law and the specific cultural forms that 
develop around it. You're a “mutant” because you cannot abide the standardization of modern
life. To “preserve oneself for trials” is the very purpose of the nation. Nations are not random 
collections of individuals, but these are people united in language. “Language” is a broad 
term that denotes not just vocabulary and syntax, but mores, the universe of meaning that 
gives words any purpose at all. For small nations like Ukraine, their history is largely one of 
suffering. External pressure, foreign occupation and exploitation by larger states seems to be 
their lot. 

Oh, slender-waisted poplar!
You look like a sword but only from afar.

You're no sword.
You're just sorrow.

You're a shout, stifled in the throat.
From ancient times,

storms, like prophesies, roar above you
while you sway in grief

and grieve along the tillage.
Oh, sorrowful poplar!

So many years you've grieved and keened!



You have lamented, seagull-like.
along the high road.

You — a lofty farewell.
You bowed to earth for countless ages

when your sons parted from you,
and you waited, mute with sorrow.

The wide world
takes your sons. None come back.
You are doomed throughout life

to await their return in your loneliness.
If they come — welcome them.

If they don't — where would you be?
Remain ever watchful

with a rough tear between eyelashes.

Trees are noble elements; wood a tremendous fruit. It is ancient Ukraine. The poplar 
in particular is the nation. It is the folk, the ancient idea. This is an extension of the concepts 
above. “You bowed to earth for countless ages,” this is the lot of the small nation and often, 
those who cannot be forced into any kind of mold.

Multiplied twofold, threefold, a hundredfold,
you diminish. You deepen — and become deaf.

Thus — don't rush. All will come in time,
(because your thirsting roots still keep on growing?)

The age soars unceasingly. Hey — yes!
The hands — on the road, the feet — on the road,

the mind and all your feelings — on the road,
and with them, as a non-paying passenger,

let's say, a stowaway — the heart, insatiable
for roaming without end.

One of the essential concepts in Stus' poetry is that the self, the “I,” is never an object. 
In the above passage, Stus is mocking the pretense of modernity: dialogue for the sake of 
more dialogue, while the Regime continues its misrule without serious opposition. The 
“road” is a very old icon for mystic initiation into the materialist halls of power. 

Let's soar, oh, ship!
You are bartered away by desires,

one piece at a time. You lose yourself
in the world that had encompassed you childhood,

the threshold of the village home, grandmother's gifts,
and mother's calloused earnings of each day.

A tiny lump, you sink into a bottomless abyss.
Your world is bursting forth from brazen clarions

(and every span of time — a golden circlet,
and all the years the years — like golden trumpeteers).

This is one of the most profound passages in Stus' work. Of all societies in history, 
only Marxism and capitalism are based exclusively around the satisfaction of desire. The 
problm is that it reduces man to simply a bundle of desires. Mere matter in motion that can be
standardized and administered such that the bulk of these desires can be satisfied. One loses 
oneself when citizenship is given up for commodity consumption.



One excellent example of this failure is how westerners have misinterpreted  Gogol's 

“Old World Landowners.” This is suitable here because Stus mentions the connection 
between tradition and “grandmother's gifts.” The problem with all academic Gogol 
scholarship is that Gogol was mocking the pretensions of literary scholarship, especially in 
the conformist and bureaucratic machine of the American university. At the end of 
Government Inspector, Gogol confesses that it is the smug bureaucrat (whether in the private 
or public sector is not important) in the audience, the man who thinks he understands it all, 
that is primarily being mocked. Yet, even with Gogol's open mockery, the academics still try 
to “interpret” a poet who loathed their very existence.

Apart from the absurdity of culture-less, urban, underworked, liberal-elite academics 
having the gall to interpret a poet whose whole reason for writing was to destroy their 
pretensions, moderns cannot grasp even basic, simple symbols and arguments Gogol's readers
would be fluent with. Whether it is the symbolism of Vyy or The Portrait, the nominalist 
professor has not the mental, ideological or even ontological tools and vocabulary needed to 
even begin to make sense out of these poems. Instead, they search for the job-security of 
discovering all the latent “gender” and “sexual” issues Gogol was “repressing.” Of course, 
Gogol was well aware that this deracinated class would try to discover what he did not say 
bereft of any understanding of what he did. Stus says precisely this about the academics of his
own day above.

Old World landowners is one of the most significant of Gogol's short stories. It is as 
far as human beings can get to a utopic existence. Perfection is not possible, but the elderly 
couple has come close. Rest is the state of man, the urbanite is constantly moving; the rural 
idyll is concerned with simple needs, the urbanite has no grounds to rank any needs; the 
couple in OWL sees joy in the tiniest thing, while the deracinated has trouble defining what a 
“thing” is and what it would mean for something to have such significance. Worse, the typical
arrogant rhetoric of this class in the condemnation of their alter egos in the short story is odd 
given its polemical nature. This writer is polemical on a daily basis, they at least struggle to 
maintain some sort of ethereal, faux-neutral approach to literature. It is as if they realize 
Gogol has them, and they do not have the vocabulary to respond.

The connection with the Stus passage above is that it is very reminiscent of the typical
academic butchery of OWL. In fact, given the reference to grandparents, it might be an 
explicit reference to the story. There is a very significant difference: Stus above is dealing 
with  the modern nominalist. There is no simple joys since neither “simple” or “joy” have any
real referent. Stus briefly shows the downward spiral where the simple joys of the old 
Ukrainian life quickly become mutated under the radiating gaze of commercial capitalism and
materialist socialism: desire becomes a creed to be manipulated.

He states that, once the memory of the grandparents, OWL-style life is firm, “your 
world” then takes it and makes something different out of it. Nominalism has no stable 
meanings, objects or referents, so there is no ontological grounds to protest. Youth, the time 
of innocence, of intuitive knowledge, will soon be destroyed in arbitrary concepts and 
neurosis. To make reference to two circles afterwards, as well as the trumpet (as if 
announcing the real ruler), shows that there is no end, no purpose but power. Youth is 
sacrificed to the Moloch of urbanizing neurosis and spiritual necrosis.

The broader point to this digression is that the camp liberates the spirit because this 
destruction is kept at bay. Certain Russian nationalists give a grudging thanks to the USSR 
for keeping some western acidic ideas at arms length for some time. For all the suffering of 
the camp, the spirit, the mind and soul all have a new life to lead unencumbered by the daily 
life of the administrator.

Stus' hatred of nominalism is of course inherent in all poetry. Nominalism and poetry 



contradict each other essentially. For Stus, nature is the symbol, the poet is to see logos – the 
origin of the archetype – in both human and otherwise created nature. Since the modern 
nominalist, capitalist and socialist rejects the very existence of such archetypes, the poet 
becomes easy prey to the propagandist, since one line is as good as another. Abstractions like 
“freedom” or “totalism” have no third entity to unifity them in order to contrast them.

The following lines in the same poem confirm this horrid end:

The woods and the sprites hasten towards the sound.
Left alone in the trees, in the shadows,
in the shards of people's sunny eyes,

from morning grasses, and from the shimmer of stars,
you turn away so that face yourself.

And so unfathomably grows the heart!
May the eyes drink all in sight. The ears
perceive and hear. The scent inebriate

and choose. And may the the sun invade the soul,
creating a whole world without horizons!
And now, already lost among the stars,

amidst the suffering you gladden sadness,
amidst the sorrowing you give new strength to joy
(and through remembrances surmise the future?)

So many hopes are nested in the soul!
So many golden hornets fill the breast!

Thus — don't rush: your brow will bloom again —
and you will weave a path with youthful steps.

This is life in mass society; life in the camp. It is salvation – suffering purifies and 
brings one to God and, often for the first time, to the real self. Without God, man is empty. 
When man is empty, he seeks to fill this chasm with whatever the Regime offers. Today, it's 
commodities, fashion ideology and pretense. Then, it was “production” and the future utopia 
of the party elite. Stus knows better: he will never permit the blind to tell him that there is no 
sun, or the tone-deaf to condemn Mozart. However, to reach this, suffering is required, or ore 
specifically, to be removed from materialism, whether of the east or the west. Modcernity is 
bureaucracy, quantity and standardization: the self does not exist unless its externalized in the
images of the Regime.

Despair is the abyss, mentioned above. Frustration, loss of faith and hope is the pit; a 
hall, hole, pit, any empty, dark space is abandonment. The opposite is the sky, hope. One 
becomes deaf since what is “real” is what is useful. It is what “society” or some other 
abstraction has seen fit to name for you. The transcendent ground for anything is gone, so one
can do nothing.

“Desires” have destroyed innocence. The truth that is often only available to children 
becomes the victim of power, “production” or quantity. He writes elsewhere:

What is the unity of souls? and truth?
And trust? And what is friendship, and what love?

They are habits in stasis. Fossilized
astonishment, extended into ages,

...no more than this? And what of empathy?
and what of self-bestowal — instead of

self-preservation? What of the heart-cry?
these generous sparks of self-awareness —

are they merely mute reflections of spiritualities, hoary with grief?



isn't so? Say — isn't so? Say — that
we entrust ourselves exceedingly to that which until now has not been named,

but which already demarcates its essence
on boundaries of madness? In truth?

It seems — tranquility has stiffened out,
congealed — and, like cast iron, will not bend.

(a fortress of faith, so to speak). And we —
go on and bow our foolish little heads

and rejoice. Heaven deprives us not of its bounty. Deprives us not.
You say — a son; I trust — a son! When dusk
begins to peek around the corner at the gate —

I bow my head over the bedstead
and my soul, my glances, my lips, go

towards the place where, like a pitcher of milk,
my little son rocks in his cradle,

starting in his sleep...

“Self-preservation” is the death of humanity. It lies at the root of capitalist and 
socialist ideologies. It is the essence of Darwinism and the politics of empire. This is the 
boundary between “madness and truth.” Madness can only exist when images are taken for 
reality and worse, when those rejecting the image are themselves condemned as “insane.” The
nation, the church, the sobor – these are the unities based on “self-bestowal.” Darwinism 
takes the decay of the Enlightenment idea of the egocentric, isolated atom of the Leviathan 
and makes it a “scientific truth.” It justifies industrialization, oligarchy, empire and 
“progress” – everything the elite wanted to hear in the middle of the 19th century in western 
Europe. It is the ideology of Babylon.

Against it stands the Orthodox nation. The root of this is the unity of symbol, 
language and referent in a single unity, Sobornapravna. The folk tradition is the first step for 
the poet and prisoner in unlocking this. The poet, the oppressed, marginalized struggler, can 
see logos in the symbolic world of the agrarian life which manifests the historical suffering of
Ukraine. Modernity rejects this and puts mechanization in its place. Isolation and depression 
is the only consequence as moderns, suffering under nominalism's Saturnalian tyranny, grope 
for a lost Eden that exists in the collective unconsciousness. It cannot be given verbal or 
symbolic identity given the total lack of appropriate cognitive structures in the modern mind. 
His “little son” is the real victim: the intuition of Eden is condemned as “primitive.” 
Childhood is merely a stage where the human unit is prepared for a life of toil ending in 
meaningless death. Such an idea is shown in this excerpt:

That building, which was wakened by distress,
or which the edges of a cry of secret alarm ascended, languidly submitted
to the embrace of snowy startled soil and threw itself into the flow of time,

abandoning itself to restless currents.
Then sought relief and comfort in exhaustion and listened closely to the pricked-up groves

that stole behind the traces up the mountain.
The shriveled arms and hands of limping pines were hesitant to brush against him, fearful

as if he were a syphilitic. Tufts of autumn clouds released an arid drizzle
to unify aloud the consonance of wooded lands, whose paltry consolation

was capable of turning back the threats.

The building is an icon for Babylon, the tower so closely connected with modernity. 
The restless currents are the aimless, constant and pathological motion and energy of the 
modern worker, where quantitative growth is the only final purpose (especially in the USSR). 



In the camp as the factory, exhaustion is welcomed since it shuts that part of the brain down 
that might shed light onto one's plight. Ignorance is everywhere because it is easy. The flow 
of time is alienation. God sees things as a single, undifferentiated object, the “Eternal Now” 
of the theologians. Time is proof of human sin, since imperfection requires action, and this 
implies time and change. Stus' symbolism throughout his corpus is unmistakable: the camp is 
just as much the product of Darwinian materialism as the factory or abortion clinic.

In this passage, a glimmer of hope is seen in the “consonance” of clouds, rain and the 
forest, all ancient symbols common to Ukrainian folklore. Of course, in Soviet Ukraine, this 
is a cold comfort, since the rain is probably poison, but it is part of this evocation of a “secret 
alarm” that only the sensitive feel. It is an imperfect copy of a long lost idea. Stus writes in 
another poem, Streams, from 1968:

...rent the partings just like the atlantes of slagheaps and barrows full of coal tailings
rend and rip through arteries and veins; something tore at the breast... the boundaries

of earth — otherworldly deflections into hell — freely admitted the soul as their very own).
You are the limit. A shard of ageless strife for a shatterless fall. You are a hollow

of earthly moan: the world is turning cold and chills our callow palms with swirling snow.
You haven't changed. Neither years nor care have worn you down. You are as mute as a mirror —

the mirror that reflected your fleeting likeness, etching it forever into the gloom.

Stus' referent could be any number of people, though a “mother” is one. The earth 
requires sacrifice when it is constantly exploited for more and more power though 
technology. This is war, disease, totalitarianism, industrial accidents and all else that 
civilization engenders as it grows into an empire. There is a price to pay for these neurotic 
demands placed on Mother nature. She is mute: nature is not truth or meaning, she is mere 
protoplasm that will soon change once the next rung in the evolutionary ladder will be 
reached. Darwin did not believe in “species” despite the title of his most famous book. Those 
were terms of convenience that have no real meaning except as a collection of extremely slow
adjustments to pain. Science in its modern guise is nominalist to its core, and hence, 
universals like the prototypical term “species” cannot exist except as verbal identifiers of a 
complex process. If this is true, then there can be no human or “self” either.

The death of the Mother mirrors the Promethean “killing of the king.” In a powerful 
indictment of industrialization, he continues:

You are — Mother (an amphora of your bitterness) — your distant son falls into the grass
by a mountainous crossroad, and the grass will grow nurtured by his hardy peasant's weeping. . . 

Do you remember that night? the great night?
and somewhere near a stream in Ural mountains and pines (those that may be called a pine),

and silence (just barely grown in saplings green).
Do you remember this? so much is lost in memories: someday each one of us

will change in memories. Must we recall?
We must recall. You must remember this.

A blazing fire. 
And memories that blazed within ourselves, like crimson cockerels;

and cedar cones, still green, that wouldn't burn, but smoked instead of bursting into flames.
And stars above us in the purple sky?

and then you said: this is the hue of madness,
the hue of Judgment Day. There was no judgment, but something warned us of impending rain.

Half of the sky was blazing in our souls. The earthly hemisphere was furrowed by the blaze,
and these remembrances lulled half my soul, and following the dream, went half my self.

What was all this? Can't tell. What will it be?
Can't guess. But I keep asking this of her, The One Apart, The Distant One, The Mute:



if I can be with you in just a trice, then why the years? and why the thieving moment
that drives me into childhood like a nail that's driven into a coffin's closing board?

This is one of Stus' most complex ontological excerpts. The Urals were the birthplace 
of Russian industrialization. They were the providers of iron and coal to the foundries close 
by. It is also a boundary. The pine is known as the tree of communal celebration. It is 
paralleled to the suffering and dying peasant who was forced to serve the Leviathan of 
industrial psychosis starting from the deeply esoteric mind of Peter I. He is the “crossroads” 
between two worlds as well as the conjurer of a new spirit that will create civilization and 
empire on the backs of the dying farmer.

Purple is intuition, the form of knowledge (and communication) before the fall. Green 
has similar connections; both are intensely social and communal. Both colors are artistic and 
often reject concepts as being too arbitrary and fragmentary. Memories are problematic 
because the archetypal nature of their form cannot be easily translated into modern, 
nominalist language. Realities such as Plato's Forms, St. Augustine's seminal reasons or 
Jung's archetypes cannot be apprehended by moderns except by mutilating them. Yet, this is 
both the “silent alarm” and the “memories” that are being unpleasantly evoked by the burning
of Russia, the forest and the soul by this psychoneurotic drive to industrialization and empire.

In his 1968 poem, he confirms his metaphysical allegiance to Eden. The “secret 
alarm” is a reference to human devolution. Eden remains in the collective unconsciousness:

From our birth we take upon our soul the great primeval sin:
Perforce, we will atone for it, and our fervent penance will

be done through memories and dreams (what will the everlasting fledgling
do when something frightens him:

that which roams about and speaks of Lent?)
All faults of our ancestral souls from neolithic times, indeed,

have penetrated our hearts replete with sins. Don't touch this heart,
don't touch this heart, for it will ooze, and blow a blast of blinding fumes
that have collected in the gloom of ageless caves, and cloud your view

with it. From our very birth the soul in us longs painfully for that, which sleeps apparently,
but truly teaches, and exhorts, and then commands: revenge, revenge!

requital for the silenced shame!
(and makes revenge our only aim, and makes us headsmen in exchange).

From birth we take the great primeval sin upon ourselves. The day
that swiftly spreads its wings will lay upon us like a heavy burden.

(The evil one bewildered you,
and turned your friendship into thrall).

By icy bounds you were subdued, and all desires were your fall.
The dawn of a new age arrives with darkling Mesozoic souls...

The epoch crushes ancient faults and mankind stifles as it strives for Eden, without hope...

His conception of the heart is not dissimilar to the patristic notion, not to mention 
Skovoroda's. His evocation of something like the Jungian archetypes suggests here that their 
“location” is in the heart: the center of the person (that is, opposed to the ego, the social man).
He also suggests that sin has a sort of Lamarckian means of getting passed down from 
generation to generation, obscuring the divine “seminal reasons” of our collective 
subconscious. 

When the heart is “touched,” it gives off “fumes” as if it's a factory of sorts. It pollutes
the person. “Ageless caves” is certainly a Platonic reference in that it is isolated from light 
and therefore knowledge. Less clear is the nature of this “revenge.” The archetypes are 



present, but are clouded. The soul years for its home in Eden, immersed in uncreated energy, 
but our present life distorts it. “Shame” is silenced. The modern project, broadly speaking, 
“liberated” the individual from that which prevented its expression in the past. Shame was, as
Solovyev argued, the foundation of this moral self-discipline. Once it is silenced, it must 
come out in other ways. 

The horror genre in literature, as E. Michael Jones argues, is one way that this “return 
of the repressed” reappears. Jones' Monsters from the Id makes the argument that modern 
man (that is, we living today) do not have the cognitive means to express the older, traditional
constraints on human sexuality in particular. Given this, the negative results of its lack of 
inhibition cannot be fully understood by a society dedicated to rejecting these constraints. The
result is horror, almost always connected with a sexual act. The clichй is that the virgin never 
gets killed: there is a reason for that. “By icy bounds you were subdued, and all desires were 
your fall” Stus writes, making a very similar point. Our drives, stemming from a disordered 
soul, had at one time been repressed by this “icy” discipline. Now, without it, it must come 
from the external authority. The self fails because it is reduced to a bundle of passions 
chaotically demanding satisfaction. Modernity then, whether socialist or capitalist, focuses on
exploiting the lower desires and denying the existence of any other.

IV.
One of Stus' most important metaphysical ideas is that oppression forces the mind to 

think in binary terms. The binary is separation: the number 2, or the demonic severing of 
heaven from earth, grace and the soul, or word and meaning. The modern has no conception 
of three, since this is the nature of the content-saturated Universal that modernity has denied.

Man is progressive or regressive; there are reactionaries and revolutionaries; the self is
confronted with the group; there is the regime and the “backward” – these are the unsolved 
puzzles of modernity since the Symbolic concept of 3 cannot be admitted.

There is hope. Stus gives a blueprint of the journey:

...it was a time of geographic discoveries;
the day unfolded like a magic cloth, and I beheld the first of many

dawns; when taking my first steps I multiplied myself twofold and more,
and saw a hundred suns like fuzzy bumblebees,

and rubbed two stars for flinty sparks,
My palms bloomed with petals of the heart, and trustingly I came to know the land.

My primer was —remembered to this day — a miner's settlement with all its warmth.
So I recall — my happy mother leads me by the hand. She leads me past the orchards

where apples fall with muffled sound, and fill
the silence thus (red apples, nicknamed "gypsies").

Why were they always red, the apples I was given as a child? So that I'd smell
the fragrance of the earth and human blood?

The return to sanity is a journey. The “geographic” is the rediscovery of the nation, the
ethnos which had been subject to genocide under the Soviet. This is underscored by “self 
multiplication.” The nation, at its best, eliminates the boundary between self and other: a 
common language, faith, law and history are manifestations of unity that meld people into an 
organism that has a life and personality of its own. Under oppression, the similarity of the 
victims and their status is a self “multiplication.”

“Trustingly, I came to know the land” is another expression of this same notion. His 
“mother”(land) shows him apples, the produce of the people. Apple symbolism in Ukraine is 
highly complex. They are often symbols for autumn, and hence age, maturity and knowledge. 



Since he was given them as a child, they might be symbols for the wisdom that the ethnic 
culture preserves in the church, folktales and poetry. Furthermore, apples in Russian folk tales
are a symbol of health. In this case, it might be the psychological health of a unified nation 
and the fruit of this togetherness being psychological and economic health.

The road back to the “apple” or to health is geographic. It is to learn the wisdom of the
mother(land) and the earth (the agrarian life, the folk). Stus was a strong Ukrainian nationalist
(in the ethnic sense) and hence, the geographic nature of this knowledge and its resulting 
health is very significant.

In an almost overwhelming condemnation of modernity and industrialization, Stus 
remains optimistic that there is a route back, but only when the real leaders, the poets, the 
truly noble, have suffered enough:

Someday we'll weary of perpetual strife and we will want to sleep, 
and thus escape the withering awaiting without hope.

Admit the truth: you are the vanquished one.
Remember? so very bright was the beginning,

with tolling bells heavily resounding against the thatched roofs, Weeping willows piously swayed over the
pond, and the whirling day smelled as tartly as a green walnut, untimely cracked.

Thus vibrated childhood through the veins.
The tolling bells rolled like ripened plums, you twirled a fiddle-stick so brazenly —

just like an ancient goliard, who left the school and swapped his grammar for a roving life.
Oh, Lord! so bright was the beginning!

The roads began to bark like village dogs, while sunrays twinkled on a pool of songs,
and your white form became a triangle of hope, a little vessel, lost among the waves.

The eyes took in a hundred suns, and then a hundred birds over the tepid pond.
The pine trees blazed with black and yellow shimmer.

The guelder-rose, blooming by the fence, appeared so white, that just a fleeting glance —
no more than a quick look — could give frostbite.

And all you needed in this life was trouble.
You sought misfortune. And was it worth your while?

You asked for it. You thought that youthful strength and the ancestral thews of serfs will not bend down no
matter what. Remember it?

And now all this is gone. It left the heart like faithful dogs will leave a burned out home.
And you have disappeared with all of it.

Socially speaking, the above passage is programmatic in understanding Stus' 
agrarianism and traditionalism. The simple life of the village is no “irrational 
romanticization” as modernists say, but was woven within the ascetic teachings of the 
Christian life. Modern liberals cannot fathom a time where rest was seen as superior to 
motion, and desires were few and limited. Such backwardness! They might intone. The 
nomad, or so it seems, is the force that sought the village's destruction.

Who would seek misfortune? In this writer's view, it is incorrect that humans naturally
desire pleasure and peace. Men often deliberately inflict pain on themselves and others. The 
profit seeking aliens in the cities demanded higher profits, faster ships and larger armies, and 
the permanently unorganized countryside was the “protoplasm” to get the job done. As 
hundreds of thousands died in the construction of industrial society – or the tens of thousands 
just in the construction of Petrograd! – are seen as a needed and legitimate sacrifice for the 
“conveniences” men have today. How many are maimed in auto accidents every year? This is 
also an acceptable sacrifice. Moloch still lives as paganism is just this contempt for human 
life.

After all, if man is nothing but a bundle of disordered drives, then distinctions among 



people serve no purpose, and there is certainly nothing sacred (or even interesting) about 
human life. Darwin justifies this battle and the carnage it leaves behind. Colonialism and 
empire, or so it is asserted, were justified by an appeal to religion. The truth is that these 
monstrosities were usually justified as “progress.” Traditional religion was being purged at 
home, meaning it was not used as a justification abroad. Whatever religious symbolism once 
marginally justified a commercial empire, it certainly was not the patristic consensus, but the 
meaningless deism of the Darwinian protoplasmic soup. The Reformation helped jump-start 
the empires of Antwerp and London, built on the cultural corpse of secularized monasteries 
and plundered cathedrals. “Progress and civilization” were the vaporic justifications for 
empire.  

It was not Holy Russia that colonized Ukraine, but the Petrogradian bureaucracy and 
its banking establishment that sought to “bring civilization” to the goyim in the Ukrainian 
countryside. So why did Stus' ancestors seek misfortune? Because to preserve profits, city 
elites and their love of luxuries, the worker needed to be controlled, foreign markets secured 
and massive bureaucracies erected. Mass death, immense productive capacity, advances in 
health and medicine and constant war were just some of the results. 

There are many reasons why Stus remains unknown and almost totally untranslated. 
First, as a victim of the Gulags and a nationalist, he has no place in liberal, postmodernist 
America. Secondly, he is proof that commodity consumption is not needed for happiness. 
Third, excessive concern with the Gulag victims will take attention from the Holocaust 
survivors and hence, can only be dealt with in small doses. Finally, Stus' real target is mass 
society, and the “cultural” stagnation, standardization and uniformity of “liberal” societies 
that have long dispensed with any meaningful sense of self and instead have focused on the 
individual. Stus, like so many other political and literary writers of the first rank that suffered 
under Marxism, is just too inconvenient for western elites.
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